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apprehensions by a vigorous advocacy of peace and to induce
his fellow Tewlers (oar. Angltcanus) to confirm his hope for a
world in which there would be no more war, but everything
else going on as usual. With all their facilities some of his
subsidiaries did a bit of arms smuggling, but Sir Humbert
did his very utmost not to know anything about that. He did
not hesitate, as the passions of electioneering rose, to call Sir
Adrian a war-monger. But this was a gross libel. Sir Adrian
was not a war-monger ; he was a wholesale iron-monger.
If he had really wanted to sell war to the world, he would
not have confined himself to the big battleship business. He
would have gone in for financially less important equipment,
for air and undersea attacks, warfare in narrow seas and with
amphibious craft. But at the time of the Abyssinian crisis,
when Mussolini threatened the British fleet with dive bomb-
ing, the British government had to give in ignominiously
because their ships had no anti-aircraft ammunition. Little
matters of that sort were chicken-food to Sir Adrian. Nothing
could prove more convincingly that at heart Sir Adrian and
Sir Humbert were equally pacificist and equally prepared to
carry on with business during business hours and retire to
their own magnificent versions of Morningside, to peerages,
great mansions, ranches, yachts, mistresses, as convinced as
Edward Albert that all that was going on for ever. We do
these worthy men injustice to impute either wickedness or
intelligence to them. They were just outsize Tewlers.
Whenever an opportunity to abolish war by any sort of
vote arose, Morningside Prospect voted without hesitation
and abolished it. War has been abolished again and again
since 1918. The League of Nations put an end to war, the
Kellogg Pact abolished it, a Peace Pledge taken by millions
refused all further participation in warfare. What more
could you have? People went on making weapons out of
habit, and to terminate their employment too abruptly would
have caused considerable financial inconvenience. There
were, however, a number of international Conferences,
inspired by the noblest sentiments, to limit and restrain
armaments, for which now there could never be any positive

